A CELEBRATION

Linda Lennon
CEO, The Royal Parks
My love affair with Bushy Park began as a small child, long before I knew it
was a Royal Park. To me however, it was always a unique and special place
full of wonderful natural treasures. It therefore seemed very appropriate that
my first official visit as the new CEO of The Royal Parks was to Bushy Park
back in January 2012.
It had been some time since I had last visited the park and one of the first
places Simon Richards showed me was the beautifully restored Water
Gardens. It was beside these gardens that I first heard about the supportive
efforts of Annie Murray and the Bushy and Home Parks Friends group. In
particular how so many of them gave their time for free to raise money for park
projects including the Water Gardens or to undertake key volunteering projects in the park including the
survey of Oak Processionary Moth nests.
During the next three years I became much more familiar with the range of information giving and indeed
educational aspects of the Friends group. I was able to observe the help and advice they gave to park
visitors from their information centre and enjoyed reading their very informative newsletters. These
newsletters have assisted me in gaining more knowledge about the flora and fauna in the park as well as
bringing some of the history to life.
As CEO of The Royal Parks, I very much value the support I have enjoyed from the Friends group and
from Annie in particular. I also appreciate the open and honest dialogue between us. This is particularly
helpful when discussing the challenges The Royal Parks face both in terms of reduced funding and more
recently in respect of the future of policing in the parks. It is also helpful to have a local sounding board to
reinforce the uniqueness of a particular park and I strongly believe The Royal Parks community is all the
richer for the work of, and support of, the Friends group and volunteers.
I would like to conclude by congratulating The Friends of Bushy and Home Parks on their 25th
anniversary and to wish them every success for the next 25 years. Their parks need them!
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Paul Gray
Palaces Group Director, Historic Royal Palaces
Historic Royal Palaces would like to congratulate the Friends of Bushy and
Home Parks on achieving this very important milestone in their history. Since its
formation in 1990, the Friends have worked tirelessly in order to protect our two
historic deer parks and to actively support their conservation both in terms of
their historic fabric and the rich biodiversity and habitats that they contain.
I have no doubt that the important work and support of the Friends over the past
twenty five years, working in partnership with The Royal Parks and Historic
Royal Palaces, has been instrumental in both parks recently gaining SSSI
status from Natural England. Historic Royal Palaces would like to thank the
Friends for all the donations that they have given over the years. With their help,
we have been able to plant trees, improve signage and interpretation, erect bird and bat boxes, install eel
passes and survey the park’s mistletoe.
We are also grateful for the support that they have given to the many restoration projects that we have
undertaken over the years and we look forward to our very special relationship continuing long into the
future.

John Cobb (1938-2013)
Chair 1990-1993
The first Chairman of the Friends, the late John Cobb, wrote movingly of the early
days of the formation in 1990 of the Friends of Bushy and Home Parks. Perceived
threats to Chestnut Avenue provided the impetus for local interest in Bushy Park.
Home Park was included as it shared the same rare acid grassland and also the
Longford River which runs through Bushy from its source near Heathrow on its way
to Hampton Court Palace.
John wrote: 'Bushy Park is special and unique. Natural beauty and a wide spectrum
of plants and wildlife are combined with a fascinating history. Since the area began
to be enclosed as parkland over 400 years ago, its story has been characterised by
dramatic episodes, many of which have had a lasting effect on the park you see
today. One of these, a threat to the Chestnut Avenue, gathered force in the late
1980s and led directly to the formation of the Friends of Bushy and Home Parks.
'Chestnut Avenue was designed by Sir Christopher Wren. The meticulously measured spaces between the
trees are said to have been inspired by the arrangement of pillars in St Paul’s Cathedral. The avenue, nearly a
mile in length, was intended to be a grand approach drive to a completely rebuilt Hampton Court Palace.
Shortage of funds stopped the rebuilding of the Palace, though the avenue became an attraction in its own
right. Opened to the public in the mid-19th century, crowds of Londoners were attracted for a day out in the
country. Thousands visited in early May when the masses of white blossom on the chestnut trees make a sight
to behold.
'In the 20th century, although many trees had been
replaced over the years, some specimens remained
aged 300 years or so. In the late 1980s, following a
great storm, a bureaucratic decision by the Department
of the Environment led to plans to clear the whole of the
avenue and replace with saplings. Local reaction was
furious. The Teddington Society set up a protest group
to resist the plan which was effective in stopping the
desecration of a central feature of the park.
'Success in saving the avenue brought together people
who were united in their love for the park. A wellattended public meeting supported the formation of a
permanent group and the Friends of Bushy and Home
Parks was formed and ready for action by 1990. The
inclusion of Home Park in the new group led to an
invitation to hold the first summer party, now an annual
event, in the Banqueting House at Hampton Court
Palace. At the end of their first year, the Friends
consisted of a committee of 10 and 76 members.
'Bushy Park is not a museum but a living entity
continually subject to change. The interaction between
the land and the people who use it shapes that change.
The Friends enable this to happen in a co-ordinated
and informed way rather than by accident. A small but
beautiful example concerns Limosellia Aquatic (Mudwort).
A rare plant, it was established in a boggy area adjacent
to Heron Pond. Repairs to the pond side path caused
the boggy area to dry out. This was noticed by an
observant committee member, Pippa Hyde, who has special botanical knowledge. A word with the Park
Superintendent led to the insertion of a short pipe into the water and the wet habitat was restored. Within
months, clumps of Mudwort were happily flowering.
'Observation and discussion had a similar beneficial outcome on the repair work to the banks of the Longford

River by Brew House Meadows to the west of Bushy Park and adjacent to the Hampton Allotments. The
contractor had been asked to replace the wooden banks, dating back to 1640, with metal sheets. These were
effective in preventing flooding but disastrous for plants and wildlife. A combined approach by the Friends of
Longford River and the Friends of Bushy and Home Parks led to a helpful response from the organisers of the
project and a clay bank, which easily naturalised, replaced metal sheets on the meadow side of the river.
'As well as reacting to outside adverse change, the Friends have from the start been keen on initiating projects.
Restocking with hawthorns and oaks has been a priority. A butterfly meadow was instated in the Woodland
Gardens and fritillaries, among other flowering plants, were carefully planted by groups of Friends under the
watchful eye of the Royal Parks gardeners’.
John concluded by writing: 'It is over 20 years since I stepped down as Chairman. Still Bushy and Home Parks
have a place in my heart. It is a period over which the Friends have grown and helped Bushy Park to be the
personal and special place that it continues to be. Long may this continue.'

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Kathy White
Chair 1993-1997
With his abundant energy and infectious enthusiasm, John Cobb had shaped
the Friends group into an established force for the good of both Bushy and
Home Parks.
The long-awaited planting of lime trees lining Chestnut Avenue began. The
great storm of 1987 had left a desolate trail of upturned trunks, snapped
branches and trees tossed to the ground. The re-planting was financed by the
successful Royal Parks Tree Appeal - a charitable organization set up to
restore the original landscape design by Sir Christopher Wren.
The Royal Horticultural Society took over the management of the Hampton
Court Palace Flower Show in 1993. During meetings with the RHS, the Friends
discussed the damage to Home Park from the earlier flower shows and received welcome assurance they
would minimise any future disturbance to the land. However, the excavation of parkland for water
features was to continue. The concerns of the Friends about the extent of future destruction to the rare
and historic acid grassland continued. The Friends’ opinion of the destruction of acid grassland was made
widely known: 'We believe the use of an historic royal park in this way is reprehensible'.
Dogs were banned from the Woodland Gardens and dog bins were introduced throughout both parks.
Funds were donated by the Friends towards planting of hawthorn trees and the all-important tree crates.
The introduction of mounted Royal Parks Police Officers was welcomed by the Friends. The dawn chorus
walk was a popular introduction in late spring when members discovered that dawn arose at 4.30am!
The Friends continued to gather interest in the vacant Upper Lodge site. We were permitted to examine
the site in detail. Amid the plethora of workshops erected by the Admiralty, details of the original 18th
century Water Gardens became clear. A report about the importance of this historic landscape was
completed by the Friends in 1994 and the publicity generated by publication led to growing interest in this
historic site by landscape and garden historians.
On 30 May 1994 a D-Day commemorative event was held in Bushy Park. A memorial plaque was placed
near the Teddington Gate in honour of General Eisenhower and his American forces (SHAEF) who were
encamped in Bushy Park during World War II. In the autumn, archaeologist Dr Tom Greeves led an
archaeological walk round the park. Members were fascinated by his interpretation of the historical
evidence to be found which ranged from medieval strip farming to trench digging in World War II. In his
published report, Dr Greeves concluded that the Park contained some of the most important archaeological
features in the south of England and some dating from the Bronze Age.
In the following year the Friends invited Claire Tomalin to talk about her latest book, “Mrs Jordan’s
Profession”, which includes details about William IV who had lived in Bushy House as Duke of Clarence.

Bushy House was then part of the National Physical Laboratory and not open to the public. The success
of this talk led to an invitation by the Director of NPL to the Friends to hold their Summer Party there. It
was a great success.

The number of members continued to grow. New members had their own memories of Bushy Park
over some decades. There was a delightful reminiscence from one member of her childhood observations
of pigs roaming in the Woodland Gardens in WWII.
In 1995 the Crown Commissioners revealed plans to lease the Upper Lodge site for 'light industrial use'.
The Friends continued their efforts to encourage the return of the site to Bushy Park.
Art historian, Sir Roy Strong, had been interested in the potential restoration of the Water Gardens. Sir
Roy made a significant discovery when researching paintings in The Royal Collection. To everyone's
amazement, he identified one painting which was stored in Hampton Court Palace as a depiction of the
Water Gardens in the early 18th century. The Friends had previously collected contemporary copies of
etchings and drawing of the Upper Lodge gardens and this discovery underlined the importance of the
site.
In 1996, the Friends set up the Bushy Park Water Gardens Trust as a charitable organisation to press for
the restoration of the Water Gardens. We then applied to the Heritage Lottery Fund for a grant to produce
a Restoration Master Plan. This was successful and resulted in wide-spread interest in the possibility of
restoring the Water Gardens. Among others, the Prince of Wales asked to be kept informed of the
outcome.
Dame Jennifer Jenkins, past Chairman of the National Trust, was asked to gather evidence on all the
Royal Parks by the Department of National Heritage. The Friends groups from all the parks were invited to
submit their findings. The final report by Dame Jennifer in 1996 was welcomed by all members who now
had firm evidence of the importance of both the environmental and historical significance of these unique
parklands.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

John Farndon
Chair 1997-2000
I inherited a committee comprising a number of founder members of the Friends
all prepared to continue to work hard to guide the new chairman.
A number of long term problems were in need of resolution, particularly the
future of the area of park occupied by the Admiralty Laboratory. Essentially the
problem was one of cost. The whole area contained asbestos and various
chemical contaminants, and hence would be very expensive to clear – and little
money was available! We were all agreed that any development must ensure
minimal traffic; hence simple single occupancy buildings would be desirable. In
October 1997 the Laser Group put in an application to build 114 houses, offices
and laboratories. We pointed out the probability of damage to the trees and the
day was saved when Priestmere, with some added funding, agreed to clear the site, develop Upper Lodge
and build a house on the site of the testing tank. A footpath was laid parallel to the road to give a safe
track for pedestrians. The clearance of the site caused traffic issues and we had minor problems when
“tree huggers” occupied the site. By the spring of 1999 sufficient progress had been made on the Admiralty
site to permit a visit being made to see progress. Over the years later committees have kept watch on the
site which, with the improvements to the Mews, make, I hope, an acceptable end to a long story.
Meanwhile Kathy White was working hard on the Water Gardens Trust, with the chairman co-opted to
keep the Friends’ committee informed, towards the present wonderful garden.
Damage to the grass in Home Park caused by the RHS Flower Show was discussed with the RHS show’s
director on cold winter evenings walking around Home Park. We successfully resisted the installation of a
series of underground water pipes all over the exhibition areas which would have caused serious damage
to that area of the park.
The redevelopment of Hampton Court station was raised at our first meeting and is still outstanding! The
skate board park at King’s Field was started and, after various changes, has now become established. At
the 1998 AGM we started on the slippery slope to having drinks at meetings!
In April 1998 we were invited to a presentation of the Royal Parks Review chaired by Dame Jennifer
Jenkins. This was a large meeting attended by Friends groups, local and national politicians, and the
press, and was a major review of the future of the Parks. In September 1998 we welcomed Ray Brodie as
the new manager of Bushy Park and have had the benefit of his expertise and enthusiasm for many more
years.
In the summer of 1999 we had a meeting with the Department of Culture, Media and Sport to discuss
funding, and strongly criticised the use of Royal Parks’ funds to make up the shortfall in funding for the
Princess Diana Memorial when there was a need for £60 million to tackle the backlog of maintenance
work. With help from the Prince of Wales’ Royal Parks Tree Appeal, the planting of the Millennium Wood
was agreed and in the winter of 1999 local children, under the enthusiastic guidance of Ray Brodie and
members of our committee, planted the trees.
After a very interesting and enjoyable three year term as chairman of a very happy and hard working
committee, I was pleased to pass on the chair to Owen Jones. Owen had far more experience on the
committee than I and also knew very well the NPL site and the Parks in general, as he demonstrated in
later years.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Owen Jones
Chair 2000-2004
One major concern during this period was the future of the Upper Lodge site. The
Water Garden Trust had been wound up after the first exploratory stage of the
restoration of the garden was successfully completed; so the Friends continued
negotiating with the Royal Parks Agency, the Crown Estate and the developers until
a plan for the site was finally agreed in 2004. In return for the residential
development, it was agreed that the Water Garden would be restored and open to the
public for the first time. In addition, four acres of parkland occupied by Ministry of
Defence temporary buildings was to be restored and returned to public use.
We supported the Royal Parks Forum in pressing for government funding to cover
the backlog of maintenance work in all the Royal Parks, which was estimated to cost £60 million in 2000.
Another continuous task was monitoring all building planning applications for work in the vicinity of the parks, in
order to oppose those that might adversely affect their amenity.

Money from donations was used for a range of trees and shrub planting projects, including two trees in the
Jubilee Copse in Home Park in 2002. The Stockyard Environment Education Centre was also supported, for
example by the provision of a TV-microscope for the classroom and a one-way window for the bird hide. The
summer party in 2000 was on a boat trip from Kew to the Millennium Dome.
In 2001, with the support of local MPs, we opposed the introduction of entrance charges for local people
visiting the east front of Hampton Court Palace (for whom we had previously negotiated free passes). Dr Vince
Cable even had the matter debated in Parliament but our campaign did not succeed. The Palace did, however,
agree to open the Paddock Gate in order to provide a convenient entrance to Home Park. Later we backed the
Palace’s proposal to replace all the trees in Lime Avenue along the Long Water, many of which were in poor
condition. Only 18 of the existing 540 trees were original.
Some 30,000 people attended the Queen’s Jubilee Picnic in Bushy Park in June 2002. The Duke of Edinburgh

visited our display tent and spoke with us.
We supported the Royal Parks Agency’s application for a lottery grant for improvements in Bushy Park. Our
donations and voluntary work contributed to the matching funds required.
In 2003 we enjoyed a visit by our patron Dr David Bellamy, who gave a talk to a large audience entitled
“Putting the world back in working order”. Our project for that year supplied Home Park with 50 bird and bat
boxes, and a number of trees planted as whips.
When we attended the annual meeting of the Forum with the DCMS minister (Lord McIntosh of Haringey) we
complained yet again about the backlog of maintenance work, which was now estimated at £130 million. He
said that we should seek to raise the profile of the parks: we responded by participating in the Lord Mayor’s
Procession!
In 2004 we learned that the RPA had been awarded a £7 million lottery grant for improvements to Bushy,
including a café in the Woodland Gardens. The Friends were to be involved in many stakeholder planning
group meetings to discuss the 67 separate projects proposed. This grant finally secured the restoration of the
Water Garden and its long-term maintenance.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Tom Blaney
Chair 2004-2007
The Friends’ primary instinct is to conserve and protect the magnificent natural and
historic inheritance that we find in the Parks. On the other hand, we tend to be
suspicious of so-called ‘improvements’ or significant change. In my time as
Chairman we were fortunate to have a feast of refurbishments and talk of more
refurbishments, but also our share of changes that were much less desirable.
In 2004 the intensive public consultation got into its stride about the proposed £7.2M
Bushy Park Restoration Project, which was orchestrated by The Royal Parks and
largely funded with Heritage Lottery money. The Friends had been enthusiastic from
the start, for it had grown out of the Friends’ earlier initiative on restoring the Upper
Lodge Water Gardens. But it was to embrace much more, such as renovation of the
Diana Fountain, Woodland Gardens and Stockyard education facilities, with new staff posts to back up these
developments. The Friends were very supportive through representation at the many public meetings and on
the official steering group, and also made modest financial contributions where we could.
We were not without reservations, particularly
about those proposals that could intrude on
the tranquility and wild character of Bushy. For
example, while the installation on the edge of
the Pheasantry of toilets, plus a visitors’
Welcome Centre (with a possible information
point manned by the Friends) was generally
applauded, the apparently unavoidable quid
pro quo of a café raised concerns. Sadly, in
the final event, some of those concerns have
not proved groundless. However, overall, the
Restoration Project has proved a magnificent
boost for this ‘Cinderella of the Royal Parks’,
and also incidentally for the Friends

Home Park was also not immune from
changes, not all welcome. Very positive was
the completion in 2004 of the replanting of the
550 lime trees by the Long Water. The
complete removal of the much-patched 1660s
avenue had been controversial, but the
Friends were much in favour. Much less
agreeable was Historic Royal Palaces’ decision to charge for entry into the Palace gardens during the summer

months. Free access to Home Park from near the Palace then became possible only by a much less attractive
route through the paddocks off Hampton Court Road. Initially an experiment in 2004, it proved significantly
profitable for the Palace, and became a permanent arrangement. Likewise, the annual Flower Show in the park
had become a fixture, and its cumulative depredations on the grasslands and trees became a source of
regular complaint. At least by 2005 we were given assurance that the show would not further expand in area
and systematic studies on its impact would be carried out.
Our own activities could not avoid changing with the times. For example, 2004 saw the launch of our website,
which has become an important factor in our subsequent expansion and success. But one change has been
resisted: membership subscriptions have remained static throughout our quarter-century.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Pieter Morpurgo
Chair 2007-2011
By 2007 plans for the 67 National Heritage Lottery projects were well under way.
There continued to be many stakeholder meetings to discuss the detail of most of
the projects. Work on the main projects started in 2008 with the restoration of the
Water Gardens. The Friends had a major involvement as you will have read in
previous chapters.
There was one event however which was to dominate the early period; in 2009 The
Royal Parks announced that they wanted to charge for car parking in Bushy Park
and Richmond Park. FBHP opposed this strongly and made representations to the
Royal Parks, MPs, members of the House of Lords, the government ministers
responsible for the decision and anyone else who we thought might support our
objections. We led the campaign with 17 other local groups. In putting in car park charges, the Royal Parks
would have been charging the very people who were using the park for its proper purpose, rather than the
thousands of drivers who simply drive through the park as a short cut, bringing to the park nothing other than
noise and pollution. At the time members of the main opposition parties had promised to reverse the decision if
they came to power; they did and the promise was kept.
The number of people visiting the park has increased hugely since the building of the Pheasantry cafe. This
was expected and indeed planned, but the popularity was severely underestimated, as anyone who visits the
café on a bright weekend day will know. Increasing the number of people has a related detrimental effect on
the park, its wildlife and its grassland, waterways and trees.
The conundrum is how all these extra people are encouraged
into the park without destroying the very thing they have come
to appreciate; the wildness, the peace, the beauty and the
views all around the park. Part of the Friends’ role is to
encourage visitors to enjoy the park in all its wonders, but be
mindful of where they are.
The Water Gardens were officially opened by Princess
Alexandra in October 2009 as the walls and water cascade
had been restored. There were still three projects which the
Friends were keen to complete. The 2011 appeal was to raise
enough money to replace the six finials on top of the walls. A
local metalwork designer was commissioned to make them
following the design in the “Figures in a Garden” painting in
Hampton Court. They were installed in February 2012 and
have helped to complete the effect. The Water Gardens are
after all just a piece of theatre. During the excavations, at the
bottom of the walls, evidence was found of metal “reeds”.
These are seen in the picture as well. The Friends had those
installed in 2013. The last element of the restoration is to
recreate the effect in the arches. The painting shows that there

was a trick effect painted in the arches. It suggests that there was a tunnel which goes down underneath the
water cascade and out the other side. It is hoped that the panels will be in place before too long. Until 2009 the
gardens had never been open to the public. Now it’s a new space for everyone to enjoy, but don’t go there on
Mondays because it is closed for maintenance work.
One of the most enjoyable periods was in 2009. The last major project of the National Heritage Lottery grant
was the restoration of the Diana Fountain. Little was known of its structure. It had only had superficial cleaning
done occasionally. The plan was to take down all the bronze work, clean every piece of stone and put it all
back together again. The Friends used both video and still
cameras to record the year’s work. A DVD is still available.
Each joint in the stone work had to be repaired; 82 pieces of
new stone had to be carved and the bronzes cleaned and put
back. The whole project took a year and, thanks to the
Friends, all the work has been recorded for The Royal Parks
archive.
In 2010 the Friends were awarded charity status. As a charity
we have a higher profile in the local area and are most
grateful for the extra funds which Gift Aid provides. Previous
chairman and treasurer Tom Blaney worked tirelessly for well
over a year to gain the charity status. We are indebted to
him.
The work of the Friends continues to care for and protect our
wonderful grasslands and the views across the parks. We
continue to monitor building applications which might have an
effect on the views from the parks. There are already a
number of tall buildings that overlook the parkland. These
can have a detrimental effect on park users and the wildlife.
Light pollution can be a problem, as can the disturbance to
bat corridors. All of these aspects are of concern to the
protection of our valuable parkland. The Friends’ work
continues to help encourage the best use of the park, while
protecting and enhancing these very delicate and finely
balanced “wild” places. It is an extraordinary privilege to have
such places on our doorsteps, and we must help care for them.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Annie Murray
Chair 2011-present
As I reflected on my hugely enjoyable time as Chair, I discovered my
“acceptance” speech - well six lines actually. I noted that “things in the park
would doubtless change as a result of budget cuts, and whilst not all change
was necessarily negative, as a Friends group we needed to be extra vigilant
and ensure that we worked closely with parks management to ensure that the
historic nature of the parks was protected”. There have been challenges along
the way in delivering against this objective but I am proud of what the Friends
have achieved. For me there have been several highlights, including the
ongoing restoration of the Water Gardens with the addition of the finials and
sculpted reeds. Also we have funded many planting and structural projects in
both parks and at Stud Nursery. It was exciting to be part of the 2012 Olympic
Games and to represent the Friends at the Queen’s visit to Richmond Park where I also met Princess
Alexandra who spoke so fondly of Bushy. A new version of the website, generously provided by Down-toEarth websites, was launched.

Increased attendance at events has raised
our profile and given us the opportunity to
discuss the parks with local people. We
have also extended our range of merchandise with profits going to our appeals fund.
Education has been an important aspect of
our work; to that end we have produced
leaflets, quizzes and nature tables for use
at the Pheasantry Information Point to help
visitors appreciate the nature of the
parklands. Our regular guided walks in the
parks allow visitors to learn more about the
inhabitants, such as deer, bats and fungi,
as well as the historical aspects.
The demerger of Richmond and Bushy
Parks, and reinstating our own park
manager was a relief; Simon Richards had done a great job, but managing two parks was always going to
be a tall order. We were all delighted when, finally, Bushy and Home Parks were designated as Sites of
Special Scientific Interest by Natural England in September 2014. This gives legal protection that ensures
the nationally important wildlife and geology of a site is recognised in its management and future use. This
was a great accolade for the parks’ teams that work so hard to conserve and protect this unique
environment.
On a less happy note, the trees in the parks particularly have faced challenges from infestations, disease
and old age; Oak Processionary Moth, Bleeding Canker and Leaf Minor Moth to name but a few enemies.
A tree strategy has now been produced which sets out how trees will be protected for the future.
A major challenge has also recently arisen. We are all used to hearing about continuing, ongoing
reduction in budgets and cut backs to services but nonetheless it is of great concern that the policing of
Bushy Park is under severe threat. The bid submitted to police The Royal Parks was not granted and fell
short by £2.4million, resulting in an overall budget of £6.4million. Both the Friends of Richmond Park and
ourselves are most concerned that, as the outer London Parks, we will suffer disproportionately. We also
have a very different policing requirement; there is low crime but a need for environmental policing which
allows for enforcement of park regulations.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Mike Fitt OBE
Park Superintendent, Bushy Park 1989-1995
It is with great pleasure that I congratulate the Friends on reaching their Silver
Anniversary. Twenty five years ago I was the Superintendent of Richmond and
Bushy Parks and well remember those formative months as the Friends group
came into being. John Cobb, your first Chairman and I would meet in his office
at the Priory, just outside Richmond Park, to discuss all matters ‘Bushy’. It was
evident then that the Friends of Bushy and Home Parks were here to stay and
long may they continue. Congratulations.

Ray Brodie
Park Manager, Bushy Park
I first came to Bushy Park in July 1998 and was immediately welcomed by the
Friends as their new park manager. At that time, in terms of years, the Friends
had not been running for long but the enthusiasm of all its members for their
parks was, to me, tremendous and infectious. All members of the committee
had a fantastic collective knowledge of their parks and a genuine love for the
environments they enjoyed on a daily basis.
Back in 2002 the first stage in the development of the Heritage Lottery Funded
Project for Bushy Park had started. It was to be a very long process which
would benefit the park and its visitors in the long term. The Friends’
involvement was paramount in ensuring this was a success. Such a
programme of different projects (67 in total) had never been undertaken in a Royal Park before. For many,
this was a daunting task and one where even I thought; how will this get done? The Friends took this in
their stride. Their enthusiasm and influence in all aspects of the project were so very important for the
benefit of the park, its environs and its visitors. One of the most important features of the project was the
Water Gardens. This really was a hidden gem discovered by the Friends back in 1995. Thanks to the
Friends’ efforts, all can enjoy the restored cascade and access what was a hidden area of the park.
The relationship between park management and the Friends continues to be very strong and, more
importantly, very understanding. The Friends are great at supporting park management and really make a
difference to me and my immediate team in the park.
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